Rifle Drill
Outline

• RIFLES
• SRSLY? HAWT
• DRILL TEAM
• N00BS
RIFLES

• THE M1!
• 9.5 LBS!
• DON'T GET YOUR THUMB STUCK!
• THE SPRINGFIELD!
• 8.7 LBS!
• NO THUMBS STUCK W00T!
SEXY RIFLES

- WOOD STOCK
  - SAND
  - VARNISH
- METAL PARTS
  - LUBRICATE
    - MAKES INSPECTION ARMS EASIER!
HOW TO GET RIFLE

• JOIN DRILL TEAM
• OBEY DRILL SERGEANT
HOW TO GET RIFLE

- LEARN TO MARCH
- LEARN MARCH WITH RIFLE

mplayer -fs IMGP0902.AVI ; mplayer -fs IMGP0904.AVI
GET RIFLE
HOW TO HOLD RIFLE

Figure 4.11  Attention, Parade Rest, and Port Arms
HOW TO HOLD RIFLE

COUNT TWO

COUNT THREE

COUNT FOUR

Figure 4.6 Right Shoulder Arms
HOW TO SALUTE

INDIVIDUAL

COURTESY-REPORTING

Figure 4.5 Present Arms
Rifle placement and arms are just about exact. Bearing.
Notice DCID and positions of rifles (even position of heads are the same!)
In step, DCID, angle of rifles, bearing = perfection
Note on this photo

We are being graded on things like this

DCID, bearing, rifle placements, professionalism
Bearing Appearance Professionalism

You can be like this

Be like this

He has the right to be like this

You can be like this
USAF HONOR GUARD DRILL TEAM

- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsaJu_o1-tY](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsaJu_o1-tY)

**Style**
- Sharp, deliberate movements
- Produce sound by slapping rifle
N00B

- RIFLES IN FACE IS BAD

for i in *.AVI; do
  mplayer -fs $i;
done
N00B GRADUATES
MODERN RIFLES

• THE M16!
• 8.5 LBS!
HOW TO FIRE RIFLE
Summary

• Rifles
• Drill
• Modern Rifles
USMC Silent Drill Platoon

- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y90UPLLo6nY

- WANT TO BE LIKE THIS!!!